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CHAPTER 7

Conclusions and Future Work

In this thesis we presented an approach to fill the gap between model-free and model-
based learning. Best-match learning unifies these two forms of learning in the sense that
a model-free method (Q-learning) and a model-based method (value interaction based on
a maximum-likelihood model) are both special cases of best-match learning. Using best-
match learning, methods can be constructed that can trade both space and time require-
ments for an improved performance.

We also presented a novel strategy for on-line representation selection for tasks where
the agent can choose among a set of different candidate representations. This strategy trans-
forms the original MDP and the set of candidate representations into a derived MDP with a
single representation whose solution yields both the optimal representation for the original
MDP and the optimal policy under that representation. The time and space requirements
depend on the size of the derived MDP’s state space, which can be exponentially smaller
than that of the original MDP.

Finally, we demonstrated how prior knowledge about a task can often be naturally
described in terms of policy restrictions and presented a straightforward way to exploit
these restrictions. We empirically showed that for a maze task with policy restrictions the
performance only depends on the general layout of the maze and not on the scale of the
maze.

Overall, we believe that the theory and strategies presented in this thesis provide a valu-
able extension to the toolkit of reinforcement learning researchers that strive to optimize
the performance of their systems under space and time constraints.

In the next section, we evaluate the six research questions formulated in Section 1.2.2.
In Section 7.2, we discuss the three most promising avenues of future work.

7.1 Evaluation of Research Questions

Question: Under which settings does Expected Sarsa outperform regular Sarsa?
Answer: Tasks with low environment stochasticity (for example deterministic environ-
ments) combined with a highly stochastic policy (for example ε-greedy with ε ≥ 0.1).
Explanation: Variance in an update target slows learning, since it forces averaging over
multiple update targets to get accurate estimates. The downside of this is that the effect
of a single update is smaller, and hence the number of updates necessary to obtain (near-)
optimal Q-values increases. The variance in a Sarsa update has two sources: environment
stochasticity and policy stochasticity. Expected Sarsa is based on an update target that
uses an expectation over the action selected at the next timestep, and by doing so it fully
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removes the variance due to the policy stochasticity. This makes less averaging possible,
which improves the speed of learning.

Based on this difference between Sarsa and Expected Sarsa, the performance differ-
ence between these two methods is obviously larger for high policy stochasticity. For
example, when an ε-greedy policy is used, more exploration, i.e, higher values of ε, cause
a higher performance advantage of Expected Sarsa with respect to Sarsa. When environ-
ment stochasticity is high, the relative impact of the variance due to policy stochasticity is
smaller, and hence the performance advantage of Expected Sarsa decreases. The perfor-
mance advantage of Expected Sarsa is maximum when the environment is deterministic
and the policy stochasticity, i.e., the exploration, is high.

Question: Does just-in-time Q-learning have a guaranteed performance improvement over
regular Q-learning?
Answer: No, it is possible to design problems for which Q-learning is better than just-in-
time Q-learning. However, on most problems, just-in-time Q-learning outperforms regular
Q-learning since its update targets receive more updates.
Explanation: The intuitive idea behind just-in-time (JIT) learning is very simple. As long
as a Q-value is not used, it does not have to be updated. Postponing the update until just
before it is needed, can result in more accurate updates (and hence improved performance),
since the Q-values used in the update target may have improved in the meantime.

We proved that, given the same experience sequence, each Q-value from the current
state has received the same number of updates using JIT updates as using regular updates.
However, each Q-value in the update target of a JIT update has received an equal or greater
number of updates as in the update target of the corresponding regular update.

Despite this strong result, guaranteeing that JIT Q-learning outperforms Q-learning
for all MDPs, and for all possible initializations of the Q-values is simply not possible.
It is always possible to design some ‘freak cases’ with specific Q-value initialization for
which update targets with more updates (temporarily) cause a performance disadvantage.
In general, however, just-in-time Q-learning outperforms regular Q-learning. We demon-
strated this empirically by showing that JIT Q-learning consistently outperforms regular
Q-learning under a wide variety of settings.

Question: Is it possible to construct a strategy with similar space and time requirements to
those of eligibility traces that consistently outperforms it?
Answer: Yes, this can be achieved by using best-match learning based on a last-visit model
(LVM).
Explanation: Best-match LVM learning is strongly related to eligibility traces, however,
it improves it in two important ways. The first improvement is related to how revisits of
states (or state-action pairs) are handled. From the theory behind eligibility traces it is a
little unclear what the best way is to deal with revisits of states, resulting in different traces
types and no hard rules on when to use which one. With best-match learning treatment
of revisits follows in a natural way from the theory and is fundamentally different from
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eligibility traces. The better way of dealing with revisits of states is the main reason of the
huge performance difference between best-match learning and eligibility traces shown in
Figure 4.5.

The second improvement is related to the fact that eligibility traces can be viewed
(roughly) as a best-match method that approximates the best-match values based on the
followed trajectory. However, this is not the best, nor most efficient way to approximate the
best-match values. For example, with prioritized sweeping (as in BM-LVM, see Algorithm
10) a much better trade-off between computation time and quality of approximation is
obtained.

Because of these two improvements, best-match methods can be constructed (for ex-
ample BM-LVM) that have similar space and time requirements as methods based on eli-
gibility traces, but consistently outperform it.

Question: Is it possible to construct methods with a space complexity between O(|S||A|)
and O(|S|2|A|) that provably converge to the optimal Q-values?
Answer: Yes, this can be achieved by using best-match learning based on the n-transition
model (NTM).
Explanation: By using a partial model that only stores a fraction of the observed samples,
a space complexity betweenO(|S||A|) andO(|S|2|A|) can be obtained. However, because
only a fraction of the samples is stored, updates based on only this partial model cause an
unfair bias in the Q-values towards samples in this model, preventing convergence. Best-
match learning gets rid of this bias by combining the partial model with a partial Q-value
function, constructed from samples not stored in the model. This enables convergence for
a wide variety of different models, including NTMs. An NTM estimates the transition
probability for n possible next states of each state-action pair. By tuning n, the space
complexity can be set anywhere between O(|S||A|) and O(|S|2|A|).

Question: Under which conditions can convergence to the optimal Q-values be guaran-
teed, when representation selection is applied?
Answer: If all candidate representations are valid representations.
Explanation: A candidate representation is a feature set that is a subset of the total feature
set of an MDP. A candidate representation is valid if the features that the candidate repre-
sentation leaves out are either independent features (see Definition 12) or features that are
irrelevant with respect to the candidate representation (see Definition 7).

We showed that the original MDP and the set of candidate representations can be trans-
formed into a derived task with a single representation whose solution yields both the
optimal representation for the original MDP and the optimal policy under that representa-
tion. We proved that if all the candidate representations are valid this derived task obeys
the Markov property, i.e., it forms a derived MDP. If this is the case, standard RL methods
can be used to solve it.
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Question: How can a reduced policy space be exploited in value-function based RL?
Answer: By describing it using a policy restriction set.
Explanation: A wide variety of policy restrictions can be compactly modeled using a
policy restriction set. Combining this policy restriction set with the original MDP results
in a derived MDP. The optimal policy of this derived MDP is the same as the optimal
policy of the original MDP. However, learning with the derived MDP can be faster, due to
a smaller state-action space and/or the existence of single-action states, states that do not
require Q-values since their action set consists of only a single state, resulting in an overall
improved performance. We demonstrated this empirically for a maze problem.

7.2 Future Work

In this section, we discuss the three most promising avenues of future work (in random
order) that came out of the research described in this thesis.

• Approximating the solution of the best-match equations by
simulation-based search
In Chapter 4 the main strategy for selecting state-action pairs for updating is priori-
tized sweeping. While very effective, the overhead involved in maintaining a prior-
ity queue makes best-match methods based upon prioritized sweeping less suitable
when the time constraints are really tight. On the other hand, in case of function ap-
proximation, prioritized sweeping cannot be used. However, the performance of the
best-match method based upon a list of the most recent samples was only slightly
better than the performance of experience replay based upon these samples. We
think that both these issues can be solved by using an alternative strategy for select-
ing state-action pairs for updating, based upon simulation-based search (Rust, 1997;
Coulom, 2006; Kocsis and Szepesvári, 2006).

Simulation-based search is a planning technique that creates simulated experience
sequences starting from the current state and uses these sequences for updating in
order to get a better estimate of the values of the available actions in the current
state.

Silver (2009) investigated temporal-difference search, a simulation-based search
method that uses temporal difference learning to update a value function based on
the simulated experience sequence. We propose to use best-match updates instead of
temporal-difference updates and let the partial model of best-match learning generate
the simulated experience sequences.

We expect that for tabular Q-values this strategy can rival prioritized sweeping in
terms of efficiency and performance in most settings and can outperform it sub-
stantially under tight time constraints. In addition, after some slight modifications,
we expect that this strategy can also be used for best-match function approxima-
tion. What enables this combination is the unique property of best-match learning
to perform updates that are unbiased with respect to the update selection strategy.
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We expect that by using simulation-based search new efficient function approxima-
tion methods can be constructed that can substantially outperform existing (efficient)
function approximation methods.

• Best-Match learning combined with the Sarsa update rule
The best-match equations discussed in Chapter 4 are based on the Q-learning update
rule. However, it is also possible to construct a set of best-match equations based on
the Sarsa or Expected Sarsa update rule.

For best-match methods based on the Expected Sarsa update rule we do not expect
a huge performance advantage, although the on-policy nature of methods based on
Expected Sarsa will likely give them a slight performance edge over regular, off-
policy best-match methods on certain domains.

A far more interesting combination is the combination with the Sarsa update rule.
The reason is that while best-match equations based on the Q-learning or Expected
Sarsa update rule are non-linear, the best-match equations based on the Sarsa update
rule form a linear set. From the evaluation case (Section 4.1.2) we know that this
can result in a very efficient computation of the exact solution plus updates that are
unbiased with respect to the initial values. We expect that these properties can be
extended to the control case if best-match equations based on the Sarsa update rule
are used.

However, note that the solution of best-match equations based on the Sarsa rule is
different from the solution of the equations based on the Q-learning rule. We expect
this solution to be worse, due to the extra variance introduced by the Sarsa update
rule (among others). It would be interesting to see how the trade-off between the
advantages and the disadvantages of using best-match learning based on the Sarsa
update rule plays out in practise for a variety of tasks.

• Combining Policy Restrictions with Dynamic Programming
With dynamic programming, the full MDP is known in advance. Also in this case
policy restrictions can be useful. Although, in this setting, the added value of the
policy restriction set is not that it represents prior knowledge not otherwise available
to the agent, since the agent already has full knowledge of the task. Instead, the
added value is that it represents knowledge that might be deeply hidden inside the
MDP and that cannot easily be extracted. In addition, it offers a way to exploit this
knowledge.

The combination of policy restrictions with dynamic programming provides new re-
search opportunities not available in reinforcement learning. The ability to represent
prior knowledge about a task depends strongly on the available state features. In
reinforcement learning, the available feature set cannot be modified and hence forms
a constraint in the ability to represent knowledge. This constraint does not exist
in dynamic programming, since the agent has full knowledge of the MDP and can
therefore construct an arbitrary feature set. This can result in very advanced features
capable of modeling very specific knowledge.
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In addition, the knowledge encoded by the policy restrictions does not have to be
specified in advance. Instead, a separate reasoning process can be applied to extract
policy restrictions from the full MDP. This can lead to an interesting trade-off be-
tween the amount of time spent on extracting policy restrictions versus the amount
of time spent on solving the resulting derived MDP.

That said, we admit that we are not fully up-to-date with the state of the art in dy-
namic programming, so any research along this path would have to start with an
extensive literature study to check for similar existing approaches for dynamic pro-
gramming.




